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Multi-layered materials
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Multi-layered materials

- Smooth interfaces : 
→ Analytical solution (Matrix transfer)  [Yeh05]

- Rough interfaces :
  

→ Numerical simulation : 
  

- Monte Carlo path-tracing [GHZ18] 
- LayerLab representation [JdJM14, ZJ18] 

✔ Accuracy

❌ Time & memory consumption
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...

[JdJM14]



- Recursive composition of BRDFs 
- Rely on Microfacets theory  [CT82]

Multi-layered models - Weidlich and Wilkie          [WW07] 
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- Recursive composition of BRDFs 
- Rely on Microfacets theory  [CT82]

Multi-layered models - Weidlich and Wilkie          [WW07] 
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Total internal reflection

Beer-Lambert absorption   

no inter-reflections



Implementations : 
2 variants [WW09] and [Ele10]

Multi-layered models - Weidlich and Wilkie          [WW07] 
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[WW09]

[Ele10]

n



[WW09]

[Ele10]

Implementations : 
2 variants [WW09] and [Ele10]

[Ele10]: roughness1 ← MAX(roughness0, roughness1)

Multi-layered models - Weidlich and Wilkie          [WW07] 
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n

[WW09]

[Ele10]
← bug / feature ?



- Tracing of (Gaussian) light 
beam through layers

Multi-layered models - Belcour                               [Bel18] 
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central direction “mirror”

energy

variance  

only forward
propagation for scattering

 [Bel18] [Bel18]

 [Bel18]

- Impact of reflection, transmission,                    
absorption & scattering
with inter-reflections & multiple scattering



- Resulting BRDF = weighted sum of GGX lobes

Multi-layered models - Belcour                               [Bel18] 
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energy

 [Bel18]

variance



- Resulting BRDF = weighted sum of GGX lobes

- Forward and symmetric variants

Multi-layered models - Belcour                               [Bel18] 
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 [Bel18]

✔    Reciprocal

❌    No obvious interpretation, no BTDF



How accurate are these models ? 
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- Virtual goniospectrophotometer 
- Particles tracing through layers: Monte-Carlo 
- Interactions with 

- interfaces: Microfacet theory
- media: Beer-Lambert law

- BRDF / BTDF obtained with density estimation 
- discretized hemisphere

- Compared to 
- Numerical Integration of models on same discretized hemisphere

Numerical evaluation
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- 3 layered material categories with 2 interfaces → 60 configurations

Numerical evaluation
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Plastics

→
 

Metals
12

→
 

Slabs

→
 

36 12#configurations =



Plastic Configuration
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Lambertian

Dielectric

Roughness:



Plastic
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Plastic
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Metallic paint 
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Rough 
conductor

Smooth 
dielectric



Metallic paint 
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Metallic paint 
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Metallic paint 
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Metallic paint 
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Frosted metal
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Smooth 
conductor

Rough 
dielectric



Frosted metal
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Frosted metal
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Frosted metal
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Frosted metal
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Frosted metal
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Reference

[Bel18] (fwd)  [Bel18] (sym)



Slab (transmission)
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Rough 
interface 
with AIR 

Smooth 
dielectric



Slab (transmission)
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Slab (transmission)
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Slab (transmission)
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Reference

[Bel18] (fwd)



What can easily be fixed ? 
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WW’:
- Apply Snell’s law to solid angles [HK93]

→ 

(Slightly) Improved models
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WW’:
- Apply Snell’s law to solid angles [HK93]

→ 

- Transmission based on geometric normal

- [Ele10]’s max roughness 

(Slightly) Improved models
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[WW09]
[Ele10]

WW’



WW’:
- Apply Snell’s law to solid angles [HK93]

→ 

- Transmission based on geometric normal

- [Ele10]’s max roughness

(Slightly) Improved models
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Bel’ (fwd): 
- Use exact model 

for 1st reflection 

[WW09]
[Ele10]

WW’



Improved models - Plastic
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Improved models - Plastic



Improved models - Metallic paint
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Improved models - Metallic paint
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Improved models - Frosted metal
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Improved models - Frosted metal
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Improved models - Frosted metal
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Improved models - Frosted metal
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Conclusions - Supported layers

WW’ Bel’

Slabs / BTDF ❌ ✔

Lambertian / Plastics ✔ ❌

Scattering in media ❌ only forward
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Conclusions - Approximations assessment
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WW’ Bel’

Smooth transmission 😃 🙂
Rough transmission 😞 🙂 
Multiple bounces 😐❌



Future Work

- Combine [WW07] and [Bel18] into a new layered material model

- Handle more complex materials / physical phenomena
- Anisotropy & inter-reflections at interfaces
- Back scattering in media
- Spectral shift, polarisation, fluorescence
- Thin films, interference, diffraction
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Technical report Supplemental materials
Code samples, BSDF comparisons & renderingshttps://hal.inria.fr/hal-02157966

https://hal.inria.fr/hal-02157966
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Technical report Supplemental materials
Code samples, BSDF comparisons & renderingshttps://hal.inria.fr/hal-02157966

Thank you ! Any question ?

https://hal.inria.fr/hal-02157966
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